FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES DIGEST

Announcements

COVID-19 INFORMATION

- NIH | Deadline extended through 5/1/2020 for grant applications with due dates between 3/9/2020 – 5/1/2020
- CPRIT | June 3 Academic Research Program RFAs closed
- CPF | Community Pharmacy Foundation next application deadline now 8/11/2020

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

- NIH | Reminder FORMS-F must be used for due dates on or after 5/25/20
- NSF | Research.gov now supports separately submitted collaborative proposals
- NSF | Reminder NSF-approved formats of Biosketch and Current and Pending Support required with new PAPPG as of 6/1/2020

***CONGRATULATIONS***
Andrea Gore
NIH R01 Diversity Supplement | Functional and epigenetic effects of preconceptional EDCs on the female HPG axis

Funding Opportunities

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE CONSORTIUM (MTEC) -- NAVY MULTI-TOPIC - ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR NAVAL OPERATIONS RPP
Deadline: 04/06/2020
Amount: $2M

AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
AHA RAPID RESPONSE GRANT: COVID-19 AND ITS CARDIOVASCULAR IMPACT
Deadline: 04/06/2020
Amount: $100,000 - $150,000

DEBRA INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Deadline: 04/06/2020
Amount: See announcement
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE CONSORTIUM (MTEC) -- NAVY MULTI-TOPIC - ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR NAVAL OPERATIONS RPP
Deadline: 04/06/2020
Amount: See announcement

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF PAIN
IASP COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH GRANTS
Deadline: 04/07/2020
Amount: $15,000

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY ENTERPRISE CONSORTIUM (MTEC) -- DEVELOPMENT OF TREATMENTS FOR COVID-19
Deadline: 04/08/2020
Amount: See announcement

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
DISABILITY AND REHABILITATION RESEARCH PROJECTS (DRRP) PROGRAM: CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT FOR PEOPLE WITH TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY (TBI)
Deadline: 04/10/2020
Amount: $500,000

ALZHEIMER’S DRUG DISCOVERY FOUNDATION
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL: PREVENTION BEYOND THE PIPELINE
Deadline: 04/10/2020
Amount: $100,000

PFIZER GLOBAL MEDICAL GRANTS
PFIZER ISSUES RFP FOR TARGETED THERAPY IN COLORECTAL CANCER
Deadline: 04/13/2020
Amount: Up to $250,000

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
CONGRESSIONALLY DIRECTED MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS (CDMRP) -- PEER REVIEWED MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM (PRMRP) -- DISCOVERY AWARD
Deadline: 04/16/2020
Amount: $200,000

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSION
ADULT MENTAL HEALTH RECOVERY BASED OUTREACH SERVICES IN PEER
Deadline: 04/17/2020
Amount: $137,000 - $228,333

MICHAEL J. FOX FOUNDATION FOR PARKINSON'S RESEARCH
THERAPEUTIC PIPELINE PROGRAM
Deadline: 04/23/2020
Amount: $500,000 - $2M
PEER REVIEWED MEDICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM FOCUSED PROGRAM AWARD: W81XWH-20-PRMRP-FPA
Deadline: (Pre-app) 04/23/2020
Amount: $10.8M

TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS ALLIANCE
RESEARCH GRANTS
Deadline: 04/27/2020
Amount: $150,000

NIH

NIH
INNOVATIVE MOLECULAR ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR CANCER RESEARCH AND CLINICAL CARE (R43/R44 CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: 04/05/2020
Amount: $225,000 - $1.5M

NIH
PHS 2019-02 OMNIBUS SOLICITATION OF THE NIH, CDC, AND FDA FOR SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH GRANT APPLICATIONS (PARENT SBIR [R43/R44] CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: 04/05/2020
Amount: $252,131 - $1,680,879

NIH
NON-VIRAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR IN VIVO DELIVERY OF GENOME EDITORS (R41/R42 CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: 04/05/2020
Amount: $252,131 - $1.68M

NIH
ADVANCING RESEARCH ON ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE (AD) AND ALZHEIMER'S-DISEASE-RELATED DEMENTIAS (ADRD) (R41/R42, R43/R44)
Deadline: 04/05/2020
Amount: $252,131 - $2M

NIH
INCORPORATING COST EFFECTIVENESS & SOCIETAL OUTCOMES INTO FDA OPIOIDS MODEL (U01) CLINICAL TRIALS NOT ALLOWED
Deadline: (LOI) 04/6/2020
Amount: $1M

NIH
HEAL INITIATIVE: AMERICA'S STARTUPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES BUILD TECHNOLOGIES TO STOP THE OPIOID CRISIS (R41/R42 - CLINICAL TRIAL OPTIONAL)
Deadline: 04/09/2020
Amount: $150,000 - $1.5M

NIH
FDA SUPPORT FOR CONFERENCES AND SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS (R13 CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: 04/13/2020
NIH
FDA -- CENTER FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON COMPLEX GENERICS (U18) CLINICAL TRIALS OPTIONAL
Deadline: 04/13/2020
Amount: $5M

NIH
RESEARCH ANSWERS TO NCI’S PROVOCATIVE QUESTIONS (R01, R21)
Deadline: 04/30/2020
Amount: See announcement

NIH
EXPLORING THE USE OF REAL-WORLD DATA TO GENERATE REAL-WORLD EVIDENCE IN REGULATORY DECISION-MAKING (U01) CLINICAL TRIALS OPTIONAL
Deadline: 05/11/2020
Amount: $12M

Awards

UT
2020 UNIVERSITY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY’S RESEARCH EXCELLENCE AWARDS
UT Internal Deadline: 04/27/20
Amount: $3,000 - $10,000

PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS
PEW-STEWART SCHOLARS PROGRAM FOR CANCER RESEARCH
UT Internal Deadline: 04/27/20
Amount: $300,000

PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS
PEW BIOMEDICAL SCHOLARS
UT Internal Deadline: 04/28/20
Amount: $300,000

Junior Investigators/Fellowships/Students

FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN'S WELLNESS
WOMEN'S HEALTH FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
Deadline: 04/06/2020
Amount: $5,000

NIH
RUTH L. KIRSCHSTEIN NATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE AWARD (NRSA) INDIVIDUAL PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP (PARENT F31)
RUTH L. KIRSCHSTEIN NATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE AWARD (NRSA) INDIVIDUAL PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP TO PROMOTE DIVERSITY IN HEALTH-RELATED RESEARCH (PARENT F31)
RUTH L. KIRSCHSTEIN NATIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE AWARD (NRSA) INDIVIDUAL POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP (PARENT F32)
Deadline: 04/08/2020
Amount: See announcement

NIH
BIOINFORMATICS INTERDISCIPLINARY POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DIABETES, ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLIC DISEASES (F32)
BIOINFORMATICS INTERDISCIPLINARY PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP IN DIABETES, ENDOCRINOLOGY AND METABOLIC DISEASES (F31)
Deadline: 04/08/2020
Amount: See announcement

NIH
THE KUH PREDOCTORAL TO POSTDOCTORAL FELLOW TRANSITION AWARD (F99/K00 INDEPENDENT CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: 04/14/2020
Amount: See announcement

LUPUS FOUNDATION OF AMERICA, INC.
GINA FINZI MEMORIAL STUDENT SUMMER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Deadline: 04/17/2020
Amount: $4,000

CYSTINOSIS RESEARCH FOUNDATION
CALL FOR FUNDING PROPOSALS AND POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
Deadline: 04/20/2020
Amount: $75,000

TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS ALLIANCE
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: 04/27/2020
Amount: $150,000

NIH
POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH IN PEDIATRIC CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY (T32 CLINICAL TRIAL NOT ALLOWED)
Deadline: (LOI) 04/27/2020
Amount: See announcement

PFIZER INC.
TRANSTHYRETIN AMYLOID POLYNEUROPATHY (ATTR-PN) RESEARCH COMPETITIVE GRANT PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR INVESTIGATORS
Deadline: 04/30/2020
Amount: $75,000

NIH
AHRQ MENTORED RESEARCH SCIENTIST CAREER DEVELOPMENT AWARD (K01)
Deadline: 6/12/20
Amount: Salary, fringe, institutional allowance

NIH
EXTRAMURAL LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM FOR PEDIATRIC RESEARCH (LRP-PR)
EXTRAMURAL LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM FOR CONTRACEPTION AND INFERTILITY RESEARCH (LRP-CIR)
Deadline: 11/15/20
Amount: $100,000

STANDARD NIH DEADLINES
4/08: F series new, renewal, resubmission
4/12: R13 new, renewal, resubmission, revision
6/05: R01 new
6/12: K series new
6/16: R03, R21 new
7/05: R01 renewal, resubmission, revision
7/12: K series renewal, resubmission, revision
7/16: R03, R21 renewal, resubmission, revision
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